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Truth and Pain will Always Remain 

 
Once Jonas receives truth he also experiences pain. In the book pain always 

comes to Jonas when Jonas receives the truth. Citizens always receive lies and when 
they receive the truth they get pain. As a result the society in which Jonas lives in is 
very secretive and protected. Jonas’s experience of physical and emotional pain causes 
Jonas to be more aware of his surroundings.  

 
Jonas feels a great deal of physical pain in the memories the Giver gives him. 

The first memory of physical pain is “Then, the first wave of pain. He gasped. It was as if 
a hatchet lay lodged in his leg, slicing through each nerve with a hot blade. In his agony 
he perceived the word ‘fire’ and felt flames licking at the torn bone and flesh. He tried to 
move, and could not. The pain grew.” (page 109). In this scene Jonas experiences a 
sled ride that is terrible and resultantly breaks his leg. This is his first experience with 
real physical pain. This matters because  it teaches Jonas about real struggle. Another 
time Jonas realizes the significance of physical pain is in the quote  “They have never 
known pain, he thought. The realization made him feel desperately lonely,” (page 110) 
when he realizes his family has never felt pain as he has in the memories. This further 
emphasizes that there is a lack of pain in their society, which is important because it 
shows Jonas, how disgusting his society is. Without pain you're not human. There is 
one more clue that truth and pain is important, because it is the meaning of Jonas’s 
society. This can be shown when the Giver is readen. 
 

 
In the book Jonas also encounters real physical pain, not just in the memories. In 

the quote, “Jonas’s ankle was twisted, and his knees were scraped and raw, blood 
seeping through his torn trousers,” (page 171) Jonas first experiences his own physical 
pain. This matters because he is starting to become human. The next quote,“But when 
the memory glimpses subsided, he was left with the gnawing, painful emptiness,” (Page 
173) Jonas experiences hunger for the first time in his life. This is important because it 
makes Jonas grateful. Although the physical pain Jonas felt was difficult, the pain was 
necessary. From pain Jonas receives openings of his brain to a whole new world of 



realization, Jonas’s realization reveals the truth hidden behind the dark wall that the 
society has given him. 
 
 

Apart from physical pain Jonas feels a great deal of emotional pain. This is first 
evident in the quote “Jonas felt a ripping sensation inside himself, the feeling of terrible 
pain clawing its way forward to emerge in a cry.” (Page 151). In this scene, Jonas 
witnesses his father kill a baby which makes Jonas furious. This is important because it 
reveals the truth to Jonas. The next time Jonas feels emotional pain is in the quote, “He 
wept because he was afraid now that he could not save Gabriel. He no longer cared 
about himself.” (Page 174). In this scene, Jonas realizes that he cares more about 
Gabe than himself, and it hurts that he can't protect Gabe. This is important because the 
emotional pain that Jonas feels toward Gabe is more powerful than the physical pain 
Jonas is feeling. All in all emotional pain is more powerful. 

 
In the end Jonas is not as non human anymore and now feels more pain than he 

ever did before. Jonas continues to get more and more of the truth and in the process 
he is receiving more pain. Jonas will become a much better person as he receives more 
information. 
 
 
 
 

 


